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For his latest tour, Mark

Knopfler is employing the

services of well-known

theatre LD Mark Henderson,

following the designer’s

success last year with Kate

Bush’s comeback shows.

Kate Lyon reports . . .

Tracking the Theatrics on Mark Knopfler
UK - You don’t arrive at a Mark Knopfler gig
looking for a rock/pop experience. Instead,
you can look forward to musicianship of the
highest calibre, lyrical narratives brushed
upon a broad landscape of what could be
described as ‘colonial folk’. For any intuitive
admirer of Knopfler’s work, the foundations of
where he is now were transparent in the
storylines of iconic Dire Straits tracks like
Money for Nothing, Telegraph Road and all
the way back to The Sultans of Swing. 

Creating a look for a show of this nature must be
something of a delicate operation. Despite the
acknowledgement that the music comes first, the
very nature of the songs demands a subtle theatrical
backdrop that reflects the intelligence in the song
writing. Mark Henderson, a lighting designer with 
a formidable theatrical CV who has already dipped
his toe into the rather mercurial sphere of live music
lighting design with his much admired design on
Kate Bush’s Before The Dawn last year, is the
designer charged with this particular task.

Henderson explains: “I was approached by the
production manager, Kevin Hopgood, who had seen
the Kate Bush show. Mark was looking for a new
designer and had mentioned that he wanted a more
theatrical approach and so Kevin put the two
together and here we are. I was very interested in
doing more music-oriented productions after the
Kate Bush show. I have a great affinity and passion
for music and so it suits me perfectly to be given the

opportunity. Mark’s music is full of atmosphere and
mood and so is perfect for creating settings and
landscapes for the music to work in - very theatrical
in fact!” 

“When we were looking a new designer,” explains
Hopgood, “it was a case of finding someone who
could exploit the landscapes that Mark creates in his
music in a way that enhances it without distracting
from the listening experience. I hadn’t worked with
Mark [Henderson] before but had seen Before The
Dawn and been impressed with his use of subtle
tone and colour. Everyone was very happy with the
initial concept drawings and we went from there.”

“Mark Knopfler was very positive with the preliminary
looks I forwarded to him,” continues Henderson. “So
I based the technical design on achieving those
pictures in reality. When we were doing some early
WYSIWYG programming and then in the production
rehearsals, Mark was around and he was keen to
offer suggestions and comments about how he saw
the mood for particular songs.”

It fell to technical production company Hawthorn to
translate Henderson’s ideas into reality. Hawthorn’s
ability to supply every facet of the visual aspect of
the production was an important asset, as Hopgood
says: “Hawthorn provides a really straightforward, 
all encompassing and efficient operation. As 
a production manager that means a great deal:
lights, screens, drapes and associated rigging plus
all those little bits in between, are all taken care of.
Hawthorn account handler Mick Freer must take 
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a great deal of credit for the smooth running
of putting the production together. Nothing
was too much trouble: one phone call and 
a Hawthorn van would arrive. The company
also exudes the same kind of caring, 
family-orientated, ethos that the Knopfler
production recognises as being the most
civilised and sustainable way to conduct 
a tour, so that we felt we were all on the
same wavelength.”

For Henderson, who was working in
something of a new, rather alien
environment, the support from Hawthorn
was invaluable: “Mick and his team at
Hawthorn have been wonderful and have
provided a first class service, offering
advice and suggestions to make it all work
as it should. The kit has all been fantastic
and I know that the company has made 
a major investment in equipment for the
Mark Knopfler tour, including MAC Vipers, of
which there are quite a few, which were
specified specifically for my design. I’m
used to working within a design and
production team whereas here I was pretty
much on my own in developing the basic
look. In theatre you are normally presented
with the scenery to light but I quickly
realised that it was up to me to create the
format for everything to work in. Having
Mick and the Hawthorn crew to support me
made the process really enjoyable.”

The rig may appear to be dominated by an
array of Martin MAC Vipers but the double
screens which provide all the background
warmth and tones are lit by 42 Chroma-Q
Color Force 72 LED battens. Softness and
mood are also added by Arri 5K fresnels
fitted with colour change scrollers that are
rigged on side frames stage left and right.
Much of the rig was bought specifically for
this tour by Hawthorn, including the Chauvet
Nexus Aw 7x7 LED Panels. These are
rigged as audience blinders but their
programming features allow them to be
used in far more imaginative ways on
certain numbers in the set.

Henderson explains his choices: “The rig
has a lot of Vipers, basically chosen for their
versatility, clean beam and quietness. There
are some Sharpy Washes to add some
colour and beams. The 5ks are there to
supplement the warmer tones that you don’t
always get from moving lights with any kind

of intensity; they have scrollers with just
warm tones. The Color Force battens
provide the cyc washes top and bottom with
the LEDs giving endless colour
opportunities and good intensity. There are
two runs of Color Force battens providing 
a close-up horizontal line behind each cyc
to offer some suggestion of horizons and
then to add some effects. I have used the
horizontal lines as an effect on previous
productions and find them a useful tool to
suggest breadth of landscape and depth of
perspective, both of which are closely allied
to Mark’s lyric content.” 

Alongside crew chief Steve ‘Stona’ Rusling,
lighting techs Tom Crosbie, Joe Simpson
and Dan Oswald and rigger Seth Cook, is
board operator Tellson James. “It has been
a real pleasure working with Mark,”
comments James, who is operating the
show on a Hog 4 console with a Hog Full
Boar Backup Console on reserve. James’
CV stretches back a full 25 years but this
was the first time their paths had
converged. “Although Mark has a clear
perception of what he is aiming for, I also
felt that we worked together very positively
during rehearsals and I’ve been able to
develop the way the show looks from there.
The theatrical legacy of his design makes it
a joy to operate and I’m able to create
delicate, warm looks whilst still using bold
colour options to delineate mood and
rhythm.”

Henderson concurs enthusiastically:
“Tellson - and the rest of the team - have
been absolutely brilliant, really skilled,
supportive and fun to be with. Tellson could
pretty much see from the outset what we
were looking for and was very empathic with
the whole process.”

“This was a first for me in many ways,”
concludes Henderson. “In terms of creating
a total look and in the way I interacted with
Hawthorn, account handler Mick Freer, crew
chief Stona and the tech crew, Tom, Joe and
Dan. I was really pleasantly surprised by the
professionalism and conscientious
approach by everyone involved.”

Mark Knopfler’s Tracker tour continues in
Europe until the end of July, then the USA
beckons for the remainder of 2015.  

> www.hawthorns.uk.com

L-R: Board operator Tellson James with Hawthorn’s Mick Freer.
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“I am really impressed and happy with the Chroma-Q Color Force 72 fixtures on this tour. Fantastic colour range, bright, smooth 

coverage, super smooth dimming and reliable. They really do a fantastic job for us.”

Mark Henderson - Lighting Designer, Mark Knopfler 2015 ‘Tracker Tour’. 
Lighting supplied by Hawthorn, UK.

Chroma-Q® Color Force™ 

Premium Performance Lighting Solutions

UK Dealer:  

A.C. Entertainment Technologies Ltd., +44 (0)1494 446000, 

sales@ac-et.com, www.ac-et.com
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